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7. A1200.01 AC/L is known used by A.C. Cars Ltd.  Could A1200.02 
be an earlier die?  Are copies known postmarked Thames Ditton 
where this long established car maker still has an office? 

(The A C stood for Auto-Carrier, an early light van.) 

8. 2 users of the perfin AB/Ld A074 0 are shown.  One is Armand 
Bloch Ltd., provision importers of Tooley St., SEl and the 
other is Allen  Bros Ltd., sheet metal workers of Southampton. 
Are either A0740.01 or .02 known with these postmarks? 

9. 2 perfins are shown for Associated Biscuit Manufacturers, ABM 
A0780 ' as the original die and AB/M A0790 as the new die: neither 
are known.  The association was formed by the amalgamation of the 
then ailing Quaker firm of Huntley and Palmer, who introduced 
machinery to biscuit making, with Peek Frean and Jacobs.  They 
used Huntley and Palmer's Reading address.   Have members got 
either of these perfins with Reading postmarks? 

Please try to find time to check your stock for any of these clues  
and send your findings direct to Dave, whose NEW address is on the  
front of the Bulletin. There will be more of these queries in the  
next few Bulletins. 

*    *    * 

BOARD OF TRADE OFFICIAL PERFIN 

In the book 'GB Official Perfins' by T.A. Edwards and B.C. Lucas it  
states in the chapter on the Board of Trade that the only use for  
the B.T/Crown perfin, when it was first introduced in 1881, was on  
foreign mail and for pre-payment of the registration fee, as  
ordinary mail would not be required to bear postage stamps.  
However after 1887 an additional use would be for pre-payment of  
parcels using the Inland Parcel Post Service. Consequently, all  
used examples should have London postmarks. 

PETER WOOD has sent a photocopy of a proving cover with 1d lilac 
B.T/Crown perfin dated 1892 postmarked single ring "LONDON E".  
The addressee is E.W.RASHLEIGH ESQRE, KILMARSH, PAR 
STATION, CORNWALL and the sender is printed as, STOREKEEPER'S 
DEPARTMENT, BOARD OF TRADE OFFICES, POPLAR. One would 
assume that this cover was on some type of parcel to be called for at Par 
Station, so bearing out the facts in the GB Official Perfins book. 




